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Aquaporin 0 (AQP0), the most abundant membrane protein in mammalian lens fiber cells, not only serves as the primary water channel
in this tissue but also appears to mediate the formation of thin
junctions between fiber cells. AQP0 is remarkably less water permeable than other aquaporins, but the structural basis and biological
significance of this low permeability remain uncertain, as does the
permeability of the protein in a reported junctional form. To address
these issues, we performed molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of
water transport through membrane-embedded AQP0 in both its
(octameric) junctional and (tetrameric) nonjunctional forms. From our
simulations, we measured an osmotic permeability for the nonjunctional form that agrees with experiment and found that the distinct
dynamics of the conserved, lumen-protruding side chains of Tyr-23
and Tyr-149 modulate water passage, accounting for the slow permeation. The junctional and nonjunctional forms conducted water
equivalently, in contrast to a previous suggestion based on static
crystal structures that water conduction is lost on junction formation.
Our analysis suggests that the low water permeability of AQP0 may
help maintain the mechanical stability of the junction. We hypothesize that the structural features leading to low permeability may have
evolved in part to allow AQP0 to form junctions that both conduct
water and contribute to the organizational structure of the fiber cell
tissue and microcirculation within it, as required to maintain transparency of the lens.
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very tissue has evolved unique adaptations that allow it to
perform specialized functions. Such adaptations are especially
evident in the lens of the mammalian eye, where many of the usual
cellular metabolic pathways have been sacrificed to achieve one
overriding goal: transparency. The lens is nonetheless metabolically
active, and water balance is critical to lens homeostasis over the
lifetime of an animal, as demonstrated by the abundance of the
water transporter AQP0, which accounts for ⬎60% of the membrane protein component in lens fiber cells (1–5). Originally
designated the major intrinsic protein of the lens, AQP0 is the
founding member of the aquaporin family (6); aquaporins have
been studied extensively as a result of their central role in ensuring
water balance across all kingdoms of life (2, 3, 7, 8). AQP0 is
unusual among the aquaporins in two ways. First, AQP0 transports
water 10-fold more slowly than other aquaporins (9, 10). Second,
AQP0 mediates adhesive contacts between cells (11–16).
For the lens to remain transparent, the spacing between fiber
cells must remain smaller than the wavelength of visible light.
Transparency also requires that the water content of the fiber cells
be carefully regulated, because excess water disrupts the regular
structure and organization of the crystallin proteins in the cell
interior such that they become opaque (7). AQP0 plays a critical
role in maintaining both conditions: it provides the major pathway
for water circulation through the nucleus and cortex of the lens (6,
10, 17) and it promotes cell–cell adhesion through formation of thin
membrane junctions (11–15), which are believed to maintain in14430 –14435 兩 PNAS 兩 September 23, 2008 兩 vol. 105 兩 no. 38

tercellular spacing and organization as the lens changes shape while
focusing (11, 17). That AQP0 mutations cause congenital cataracts
emphasizes the physiological importance of AQP0 (18).
The biological significance of the unusually low permeability of
AQP0 remains unclear, as do the structural and dynamic determinants of this low permeability (11, 17, 19–21). Recent x-ray and
electron-diffraction structures have shown that AQP0 can exist
both as a nonjunctional homotetramer (17), in which each monomer transports water, and as a junctional octamer formed by
hydrophobic interactions between two tetramers juxtaposed headto-head in adjacent membranes (11, 13, 19, 22). The conductance
of the junctional form has been debated (11, 17, 19, 20, 22); it has
been suggested that AQP0, in its junctional form, is nonconducting
(11, 19), but the differences between the structure of this form and
that of the conducting, nonjunctional form seem minor (17).
Junction formation has been associated with proteolytic cleavage of
the C-terminus of AQP0 (11), but experimental evidence suggests
that the cleaved form conducts water when not engaged in junction
formation (23).
MD simulations have proven highly effective in elucidating water
transport by aquaporins (20, 21, 24–29). MD studies of AQP0 are
challenging, however, due to the slow dynamics of the protein and
the slow kinetics of water permeation (20, 21, 29). Previous
simulations have reached timescales up to a few tens of nanoseconds (20, 21, 24, 25, 27–29), but experiments suggest that water
permeates AQP0 at a rate of about one water molecule every 10 ns
(9), and protein conformational changes that affect water transport
may occur over significantly longer timescales.
By using recently developed algorithms for the high-speed,
parallel execution of MD simulations (30–33), we have performed
all-atom simulations with an aggregate length of ⬇500 ns to
elucidate the kinetics and control of water transport through both
junctional and nonjunctional tetramers of AQP0 as well as the
octameric junction. Our simulations allowed us to observe protein
conformational changes that open and close the channel on timescales up to 100 ns.
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Fig. 1. An AQP0-mediated membrane junction. Cross-section of an AQP0
octamer (pink and purple) embedded in a double bilayer (yellow). Two pairs of
interlocked AQP0 monomers that connect two cells are shown; the other two
pairs are omitted for clarity. Permeating water is red and white. Other waters are
shown as a white surface.

Our results suggest that both tetramers and the octamer each
conduct water with similar permeabilities. Our simulations also
indicate that in both the junctional and nonjunctional forms, the low
permeability of AQP0 is due to a combination of a static barrier and
several dynamic gating motions.
Harries et al. (17) pointed out that the low permeability of AQP0
and its high membrane density may ensure a spatially uniform
response to osmotic challenge while keeping the overall membrane
permeability sufficiently low to prevent excess water from entering
the cell. Our results suggest an additional explanation for the low
permeability of AQP0 relative to other aquaporins: it may be an
adaptation to maintain the mechanical stability of the junction as
water flows through in response to pressure differences, thereby
permitting AQP0 to maintain both proper hydration and cellular
organization.
Results and Discussion
We performed explicit-solvent MD simulations of junctional and
nonjunctional AQP0 embedded in hydrated lipid bilayers, as
described in Methods and supporting information (SI) Appendix.
Beginning with the x-ray structure of Harries et al. (17), we
performed a 200-ns simulation of the nonjunctional tetramer
4
) embedded in a single membrane. We also
(denoted AQP0NJ
performed a 110-ns simulation of the octameric junction (denoted AQP0J8) embedded in two adjacent membranes (Fig. 1),
based on the electron-diffraction structure of Gonen et al. (11).
Last, we performed a 170-ns simulation of a single AQP0
tetramer starting from the conformation of the junctional structure (the ‘‘junctional tetramer,’’ denoted AQP0J4) embedded in
a single membrane.
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Fig. 2. Transport kinetics. (A) Snapshot from the AQP0J4 simulation. Only
residues 128 –179 (helices IV and V and loop D, green), the B and E half helices
(gray), and the two nonhelical repeats (gray) are shown. (B) Calculated osmotic
permeability constant, pf. Means and standard errors were computed among the
monomers in each simulation. The abscissa represents cumulative simulation time
included in the pf calculation. The experimental pf value is 2.5 ⫾ 0.4 (9). (C)
Cumulative permeation events (per monomer in either direction). Linear regres4
sion to these data yielded pd ⫽ 1.1 for AQP0NJ
, pd ⫽ 1.2 for AQP0J4, and pd ⫽ 1.4
for AQP0J8, consistent with the values in Table 1.

AQP0 exhibited water transport in all simulations. For the
4
) ⫽ 2.8 ⫾ 0.4 (Fig. 2B
nonjunctional tetramer we found pf (AQP0NJ
and Table 1). (Throughout this article, permeability constants are
given in units of 10⫺15 cm3䡠s⫺1, and all refer to the permeability of
a single monomer.) This value is consistent with results from shorter
simulations (21, 29) and is in good agreement with the experimental
result of pf ⫽ 2.5 ⫾ 0.4 (9), particularly given that the experimental
value represents a lower bound on the true permeability (28). For
the octameric junction and the junctional tetramer, we calculated
per-monomer osmotic permeabilities of pf (AQP0J8) ⫽ 2.8 ⫾ 0.7 and
pf (AQP0J4) ⫽ 3.1 ⫾ 0.8; corresponding experimental results are not
available, but our computational results suggest that they are
approximately equal not only to one another but also to the
permeability of the nonjunctional tetramer. Thus, our results
suggest that junctional and nonjunctional AQP0 do not differ
significantly in their osmotic permeabilities, while agreeing with
experimental findings that the osmotic permeability of AQP0 is an
order of magnitude lower than that of other aquaporins (9).
Diffusive Permeability and Channel Occupancy. The diffusive permeability constant (pd) of a water channel measures the number of
complete permeation events, i.e., the number of water molecules
that permeate from one side of the channel to the other (in one
direction) per unit time under equilibrium conditions of no net
Table 1. Transport kinetics

Osmotic Permeability. The single-channel osmotic permeability con-

stant, pf, relates water flux (J) to the osmotic pressure difference
(⌬P) across the channel as J ⫽ pf ⌬P/RT, where R is the gas
constant and T is temperature. We determined pf for the different
forms of AQP0 from our equilibrium simulations, as described in
SI Appendix and in ref. 34. As shown in Fig. 2, estimation of pf
required on the order of 100 ns of simulated time for convergence.
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O

200
170
110

2.8 ⫾ 0.4
3.1 ⫾ 0.8
2.8 ⫾ 0.7

1.1 ⫾ 0.1
1.3 ⫾ 0.6
1.4 ⫾ 0.5

2.6 ⫾ 0.4
2.4 ⫾ 1.3
2.0 ⫾ 0.9

5.0 ⫾ 0.3
4.6 ⫾ 0.3
5.2 ⫾ 0.3

Osmotic (pf) and diffusive (pd) permeabilities are given in 10⫺15 cm3䡠s⫺1.
Luminal water occupancy (O) is given as the number of water molecules.
Means and standard errors were computed among monomers (see SI).
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Gating and Modulation of Water Transport. The slow kinetics of
water transport across AQP0 has been attributed to various structural features, including residues Met-176 of the extracellular
vestibule, Arg-187 of the aromatic/arginine (ar/R) region (7, 11, 19,
29), the ‘‘phenolic barriers’’ Tyr-23 and Tyr-149 (7, 11, 17, 19–21,
29), and the extracellular loops A and C (7, 8). Below, we discuss
these putative determinants of permeability in light of our simulations. We observed AQP0 in multiple open and closed states, with
Tyr-23 and Tyr-149 acting as the major static and dynamic determinants of permeability. We also observed that extracellular loop
A undergoes a slow conformational change that gates water transport and may be involved in the pH sensitivity of AQP0 (7, 8).
Met-176. The side chain of Met-176 assumes a conformation in the

junctional form that has been suggested to block water entry into
the lumen from the extracellular vestibule, thus preventing water
transport (11, 19). AQP0 exhibited water transport in all our
simulations, however, implying that Met-176 does not fully occlude
water entry in either the junctional or nonjunctional forms. Its side
chain underwent similar conformational excursions in all simulations, frequently pointing away from the lumen. Moreover, the
channel conducted water even when this side chain pointed toward
the lumen. Therefore, Met-176 appears to play a minor role, if any,
in explaining the low permeability of AQP0.
ar/R Region. Like other aquaporins, AQP0 has a conserved luminal

arginine, Arg-187, that forms part of the ar/R constriction region.
Experiments and simulations have found that the corresponding
14432 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0802401105
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water transport. Although the slow kinetics of AQP0 make it
difficult to determine pd accurately by using computational methods (20), our simulation time seems sufficient to reach a steady
state. The number of permeation events increased approximately
linearly with time (Fig. 2C). All forms of AQP0 exhibited similar
4
) ⫽ 1.1 ⫾ 0.1, pd (AQP0J4) ⫽
diffusive permeabilities: pd (AQP0NJ
8
1.3 ⫾ 0.6, and pd (AQP0J ) ⫽ 1.4 ⫾ 0.5. These numbers suggest
that, at equilibrium, ⬇4 ⫻ 107 water molecules permeate each
monomer in each direction per second, approximately double an
earlier estimate from shorter simulations (20).
In most aquaporins, water molecules form a continuous single
file through the lumen. The length of the lumen in the experimental
AQP0 structures suggests that ⬇10 water molecules would be
required to span it (11, 17, 19). In the electron-diffraction structure
of junctional AQP0, however, only three luminal waters were
identified, leading these authors to suggest that the channel was in
a closed, nonconducting state (11). The x-ray structure of nonjunctional AQP0 contained eight luminal waters (17), but only five lie
within the region we have defined as the lumen for purposes of our
calculations (see SI Appendix). In our simulations, we consistently
found that the average number of water molecules in the lumen (the
water occupancy) was close to five (Table 1), and that water formed
a discontinuous single file. The water file was disrupted by several
lumen-protruding side chains (Fig. 2 A). Hashido et al. found similar
average water occupancy in shorter simulations of the nonjunctional form of AQP0 (29).
For a channel in which water molecules form a single file and
translocate simultaneously, one can show that the ratio of pf to pd
equals the average water occupancy plus one (35, 36). We found
4
that pf/pd (AQP0NJ
) ⫽ 2.6 ⫾ 0.4, pf/pd (AQP0J4) ⫽ 2.4 ⫾ 1.3, and
pf/pd (AQP0J8) ⫽ 2.0 ⫾ 0.9 (see Table 1 and SI Appendix), all
significantly lower than the value of ⬇11 (10 ⫹ 1) expected if the
single file were continuous. Experimental measurements of pd
and pf/pd are not available for AQP0, but our estimated pf/pd
ratios are consistent with structural observations of a relatively
low average water occupancy (11) and with our observation that
the water file through the AQP0 lumen is not continuous in
either the junctional or nonjunctional form.
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Fig. 3. Luminal residues modulate transport. Snapshots from the AQP0J4 simulation that represent open and closed states of AQP0, colored as in Fig. 2 A. The
configurations of Arg-187 and Tyr-149 are classified as ‘‘open’’ or ‘‘closed’’
depending on whether they block water passage, and as ‘‘up’’ or ‘‘down’’
depending on their side-chain dihedral angles. A time-averaged water density
profile (z), drawn to scale with the AQP0 lumen, is overlaid in A; dashed lines
indicate standard deviations among 13 separate 12-ns windows. A free energy
profile, G(z) ⫽ ⫺RT ln[(z)], is overlaid in B.

arginine in Escherichia coli AqpZ can adopt either an ‘‘up’’ conformation, which permits water permeation, or a ‘‘down’’ conformation, which essentially blocks the pore (28, 37, 38). This mechanism has also been suggested to apply to AQP0 (11, 19). In all of
our simulations, we found that Arg-187 frequently appeared in the
up conformation, permitting permeation across the ar/R region (as
represented in Figs. 3 A, B, and D), and occasionally in the down
conformation, preventing water passage (Fig. 3C). These results
suggest that whereas Arg-187 occasionally blocks water permeation
through AQP0, it is not the major cause of low permeability. This
residue is also present in faster-conducting aquaporins.
Phenolic Barriers. Tyr-23 and Tyr-149, which are located at the

extracellular and intracellular ends of the lumen, respectively, have
been suggested to play a role in limiting water permeation through
AQP0 (7, 11, 17, 19–21, 29). The side chains of these residues,
referred to as ‘‘phenolic barriers’’ (17, 20, 21), narrow the lumen
(Figs. 2 A and 3). Both Tyr-23 and Tyr-149 are conserved in all
known mammalian and amphibian AQP0s (17). Avian AQP0s
conserve only Tyr-23, as does the only other known slowconducting mammalian aquaporin, AQP6, which is an anomalous
aquaporin in that it also conducts chloride (39). Tyr-23 and Tyr-149
are both absent in all faster-conducting aquaporins (see Figure S1
in SI Appendix) (17, 20, 21). Phylogenetic analysis suggests that
incorporation of these tyrosine residues is a recent evolutionary
event (40); thus, it appears that one or both of these residues serve
to reduce the rate of water transport across AQP0.
Recent simulations have found that water passage across Tyr-23
and Tyr-149 is restricted, with low average water occupancy in these
regions (20, 21). Our simulations also showed low water occupancy
in these regions, as indicated by the water density profile in Fig. 3A
and the implied free energy profile in Fig. 3B. Tyr-23, in particular,
is responsible for the largest local barrier to water passage.
Whereas the profiles in Figs. 3 A and B describe the thermodynamics of water occupancy along the lumen, they do not capture
kinetic effects. However, our simulations were long enough to
observe dynamic effects at a variety of timescales, suggesting that
both Tyr-23 and Tyr-149 are largely responsible for the low
permeability of AQP0. Both residues were able to occlude the
Jensen et al.

Biological Relevance of Slow Transport by AQP0 and Implications for
Cell Adhesion. Ultrastructural images of the eye lens indicate that

AQP0 exists as isolated tetramers or square arrays of tetramers
directly contacting an opposing membrane (14–16, 41, 42). On
protein reconstitution, arrays of junctional octamers, proposed to
link two cells together, have also been observed (12). Loss of AQP0
leads to disorganized fiber cells and lens opacity (18, 43, 44), raising
the question of whether this protein serves primarily as a water
channel that functions in water homeostasis and microcirculation of
nutrients and waste products (45), or as a cell-adhesion molecule
(12, 14–16) that promotes the optically critical close apposition of
fiber cells, or both. A related question is the functional significance
of the low permeability of AQP0 relative to other aquaporins.
Jensen et al.
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Fig. 4. Channel occlusion. (A) Consecutive snapshots from the AQP0NJ
simulation. The water pathway is pinched off by intrusion of loop A (yellow) while loop
C (light blue) remains stationary. The lumen dries out on occlusion, but rehydrates
later in the simulation (Lower Middle and Bottom) after loop A reopens. (B)
Extracellular view. His-40, Arg-33, and Trp-34 are shown as spheres. Trp-34 slides
between loops A and C, thereby occluding the channel.

Our simulation results have three direct implications relevant to
addressing these questions. First, our results show quantitatively
that the junctional and nonjunctional forms of AQP0 conduct water
to approximately the same extent. Regardless of any other function
AQP0 takes on (e.g., as a junctional or nonjunctional cell-adhesion
molecule), AQP0 continues to transport water.
Second, our results suggest that substitution of only two luminal
residues, Tyr-23 and Tyr-149, leads to the low permeability of
AQP0 relative to other aquaporins, and that these substitutions,
conserved throughout most of vertebrate evolution, have similar
effects in both the junctional and nonjunctional forms of AQP0.
Third, Harries et al. proposed that large numbers of lowpermeability aquaporins can serve to maintain a spatially uniform
response to osmotic challenge while limiting overall fiber cell
membrane permeability (17). A high channel density would achieve
a uniform osmotic response regardless of the single-channel permeability, so one might ask why the low permeability of AQP0 is
needed to maintain the lens water content of 60–80%. Notably,
intracellular water diffusion in the lens is known experimentally to
range from ⬇10⫺6 cm2䡠s⫺1 to ⬇10⫺5 cm2䡠s⫺1 (46), whereas diffusion
through the lumen of AQP0, at ⬇10⫺7 cm2䡠s⫺1, is ⬇10-fold lower
than the bottom of that range, suggesting that AQP0, but not
faster-conducting aquaporins, can keep membrane permeability
below the lower limit of intracellular water diffusion, thus preventing excessive local hydration of the crystallin proteins.
Our results permit us to propose an additional hypothesis for the
functional significance of the low permeability of AQP0. Specifically, we suggest that this low permeability may be an evolutionary
adaptation that allows AQP0 to promote intimate cell adhesion by
forming mechanically stable junctions. Physical deformation of the
lens in the course of visual accommodation leads to pressure
differences between adjacent cells and, thus, across the junctions
between them. Excessive water flow along this pressure gradient
may strain the weak hydrophobic contacts that hold together the
two tetramers in a junction (11, 17, 19). Because in dilute solutions
PNAS 兩 September 23, 2008 兩 vol. 105 兩 no. 38 兩 14433
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pH Regulation. The water permeability of AQP0 increases 2- to
4-fold at pH 6.5 relative to its minimum at pH ⬇8 (7, 8). Experimental evidence suggests that AQP0 exists in an equilibrium
between weakly and highly conductive states, with the latter being
favored at low pH (7, 8). His-40, located in extracellular loop A
(residues 33–40), is believed to function as the pH sensor, but the
mechanism of pH regulation is not known (3).
Intriguingly, in our simulations of tetrameric AQP0 at neutral pH
with His-40 uncharged, we observed conformational changes indicating that loop A can indeed play a role in regulating water passage
through the channel. The loop underwent a slow conformational
change with respect to the x-ray structure and partially occluded the
extracellular vestibule, as represented by the snapshots from the
4
AQP0NJ
simulation in Fig. 4. Specifically, over the first 80 ns, loop
A gradually pinched off the extracellular vestibule (Fig. 4A Top and
Upper Middle), preventing water access to the lumen. The luminal
water occupancy decreased gradually over the next ⬇60 ns (Fig. 4A
Lower Middle), after which the lumen began to refill, predominantly
from the intracellular side (Fig. 4A Bottom). Viewed from the
extracellular side in Fig. 4B, one sees that tight contact between
loop A and loop C (residues 100–127) was established on a ⬇100
ns timescale. This contact was formed almost solely by loop A
residues Arg-33 and Trp-34; their large side chains moved to pack
against the relatively stationary loop C, with the Trp-34 side chain
in particular obstructing water entry into the lumen (Fig. 4B). It is
tempting to speculate that ionic repulsion at low pH between
protonated His-40 and positively charged Arg-33 causes a shift in
the equilibrium position of loop A toward the open state (Fig. 4B),
thereby explaining the observed pH sensitivity (7, 8).

A

intracellular

lumen and both exerted limiting effects on water permeation
through AQP0, but by very different mechanisms.
Tyr-23 predominantly imposed a static barrier to permeation,
with its hydroxyl group acting as a hydrogen bond donor/acceptor,
thereby allowing it to substitute for a ‘‘missing’’ water molecule in
the single file. Tyr-149, on the other hand, acted more as a dynamic
gate, with its side chain alternating at random between an ‘‘up’’
state, in which the phenol ring pointed toward the center of the
lumen (Fig. 3 A, C, and D), and a ‘‘down’’ state, in which it moved
aside (Fig. 3B). When Tyr-149 was down, water was able to flow
past the side chain (Fig. 3B), along the lines of a suggestion made
by Walz et al. based on the observation of a relatively high
temperature factor for this residue (19). When the side chain was
up, either the channel remained open (Fig. 3D), or hydrogen bonds
formed between the Tyr-149 hydroxyl group and the exposed
carbonyl groups of Gly-64, Ala-65, or His-66, under which conditions the channel fully closed (Fig. 3 A and C). To pass Tyr-149 in
this closed state, water had to push the phenolic side chain open by
breaking those hydrogen bonds.
Whereas transitions between the up and down states of Tyr-149
were relatively rare, occurring every ⬇20 ns during our simulations,
the lumen remained open for a greater fraction of the time at
Tyr-149 than at Tyr-23, which allowed water passage only fleetingly.
Movie S1 and Movie S2 illustrate this subtle gating behavior.
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Fig. 5. Luminal permeability may impact junctional stability. (A) Cross-section
of an AQP0 junction, showing two monomers per tetramer. (Inset) Two fiber cells
with two junctions. The pressure difference across the entire channel is ⌬P ⫽ P1 ⫺
P2 where P1 and P2 are the pressures in the two cells and P1 ⱖ P2 (see SI Appendix).
The finite cavity permeability causes a pressure difference of ⌬Pcav ⫽ P1,cav ⫺ P2,cav
within the cavity. (B) Normalized cavity pressure difference ⌬Pcav/⌬P and the
maximum cavity pressure P1,cav plotted as a function of the ratio of cavity to
luminal permeabilities. Experimental pf values (in 10⫺15 cm3䡠s⫺1) for aquaporins
0 –5 are listed (9).

the osmotic permeability equals the pressure-driven, hydraulic
permeability (47), the decreased osmotic permeability of AQP0
may reduce this strain and thereby the risk of junction breakage, as
elaborated below.
The channel formed by two head-to-head AQP0 monomers can
be conceptually decomposed into three water-accessible regions:
two lumens, each with permeability pf,lum, and one intermembrane
cavity with permeability pf,cav (see Fig. 5A). At steady state, the
water flows through the three regions are equal, and the pressure
difference across each region is inversely proportional to its permeability. Given a fixed pressure difference ⌬P across the entire
junction, decreasing pf,lum increases the luminal pressure differences
and, therefore, decreases the pressure difference across the intermembrane cavity. Specifically, the intermembrane cavity pressure
difference is ⌬Pcav ⫽ ⌬P/(1 ⫹ 2pf,cav/pf,lum), where ⌬P ⫽ P1 ⫺ P2,
and P1 and P2 represent the pressures in the two cells, with P1 ⱖ P2
(see SI Appendix). Whereas the pressure at the center of the cavity,
(P1 ⫹ P2)/2, is independent of the permeabilities, the maximum and
minimum pressures, which occur at the ends of the cavity, do
depend on the permeabilities. In particular, if pf,lum is much greater
than pf,cav, the maximum cavity pressure will be approximately P1.
If, however, pf,lum is much less than pf,cav, the pressure throughout
the cavity will be approximately (P1 ⫹ P2)/2 ⫽ P1 ⫺ ⌬P/2 and thus
lower than P1 (see SI Appendix).
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We estimated the osmotic permeability of the intermembrane
cavity from our simulation of AQP0J8 to be pf,cav ⬇ 100. The
permeability of the AQP0 lumen is much lower, pf,lum ⬇ 3 (Table
1). In contrast, the luminal permeabilities of other characterized
aquaporins are at least 10 times larger (AQP1, pf ⬇ 60; AQP4,
pf ⬇ 240; ref. 9) and are approximately comparable with the
permeability of the intermembrane cavity. As shown in Fig. 5B, the
normalized pressure difference across the intermembrane cavity
calculated with the above AQP0 permeabilities is ⬍2% of the total
pressure difference across the entire junction. The cavity pressure
difference would rise by 16- or 37-fold, however, if AQP0 had a
permeability equal to that of AQP1 or AQP4, respectively. Only
AQP0 has a permeability low enough to approach the ideal case in
which the maximum pressure within the intermembrane cavity
assumes the lowest possible value, P1 ⫺ ⌬P/2; a higher maximum
cavity pressure might cause the junction to burst.
At least two caveats are in order. First, whereas the cavity
pressure difference could increase by more than an order of
magnitude due to an increase in luminal permeability, the increase
in maximal cavity pressure would be much smaller. If the luminal
permeability of AQP0 increased to that of AQP1 or AQP4, for
example, the maximal cavity pressure would increase by no more
than 52 or 21%, respectively (see SI Appendix). The magnitude of
the adhesive forces between fiber cells has not been accurately
measured, but a hypothetical volume change of 0.1% during
accommodation leads to a force on the junctional contacts on the
order of 50 pN, given an approximate cross-sectional cavity area of
2,000 Å2 and a 3-GPa bulk modulus of the lens. The magnitude of
this force is comparable with cell-adhesion forces sustained by, for
example, integrins (48). However, this estimate does not take into
account water release and reabsorption by crystallin proteins or by
the lens itself (49, 50), which would lower the bulk modulus and in
turn the force on the cavity. Second, in our simulation of the
octameric junction, water molecules pass between the intermembrane cavity and the extracellular environment through ‘‘portals’’ in
the extracellular domains of AQP0, as suggested by Harries et al.
(17). These portals may stabilize the junction by functioning as
safety valves, through which water escapes if the cavity pressure
becomes too high.
These caveats notwithstanding, although the cell-adhesion
strength of a single AQP0 junction is probably low, the high density
of AQP0 in each fiber cell suggests that many weak individual
interactions might together result in significant adhesion between
two adjacent cells. In this regard, it may be worth noting that other
intramembrane channels (e.g., transient receptor potential and
mechano-sensitive channels in mammalian sensory systems) exhibit
sensitivity to even small pressure changes. Low permeability of the
AQP0 lumen may also ensure that high water flows due to
transiently large pressure differences are avoided.
Aquaporins with high permeability could in principle achieve
equally stable junctions by strengthening interactions between the
monomers forming a junction, increasing the permeability of the
intermembrane cavity, or reducing the luminal permeability
through a conformational change on junction formation. We
speculate that, from an evolutionary perspective, decreasing monomeric permeability in the nonjunctional as well as junctional
forms may be more accessible than any of these alternatives,
because it requires only one or two mutations in the channel lumen
to introduce the static and dynamic barriers discussed above. Thus,
low permeability may represent an evolutionary adaptation that
allows AQP0 to play a dual role in water transport and cellular
adhesion.
Indeed, AQP0 is the only aquaporin known to form potentially
conductive junctions; in the only other known junctional structure
of an aquaporin, which involves AQP4, interlocking tetramers are
displaced laterally from one another such that no continuous
water-conducting channels are formed (51). Intercellular water
flow has been proposed by Engel et al. (52) to destabilize such
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Conclusion
Using MD simulations, we determined the kinetics and studied
the control of water transport across AQP0, the major membrane protein constituent of eye lens fiber cells. The substantial
length of our simulations allowed us to make quantitative
estimates of channel permeabilities and to identify the structural
factors accounting for these permeabilities. We found that AQP0
conducted water in both junctional and nonjunctional forms; in
both cases, the computed osmotic water permeability was comparable to the experimentally derived value for the nonjunctional form of AQP0, which is an order of magnitude lower than
that of other aquaporins. Our simulations suggest that this low
permeability is due to a static barrier and to several gating
motions with timescales up to 100 ns. These observations lead us
to speculate that low permeability of AQP0 may have evolved to
allow it to form stable junctions by decreasing the risk of junction
breakage as water flows through. Low permeability of AQP0
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may permit it to simultaneously facilitate water transport and
intercellular adhesion in fiber cells and may thus be critical to the
maintenance of lens transparency.
Methods
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and the simple point charge model for water (56). Lipid parameters were
generated as described in ref. 54. All MD simulations were performed by using
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method (30, 33) called the midpoint method (31) to efficiently exploit a high
degree of computational parallelism.
All simulations were performed at constant temperature (310 K) and pressure
(1 bar) by using the Berendsen coupling scheme (57) with one temperature
group. Electrostatic forces were computed by using the Gaussian Split Ewald
method (58). The real-space part of electrostatic and van der Waals interactions
were cut off at 10 Å. Bond lengths to hydrogens were constrained. A RESPA
integrator (59) was used, with Fourier-space electrostatics computed every 6 fs,
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nonconducting AQP4 junctions, but in a manner unrelated to the
mechanism proposed here.

